1 Tenmoku and celadon rocking bowls,
Limoges porcelain, 2014, H10cm (Photo:
Michael Harvey) 2 Work in progress,
bisque Limoges porcelain beakers, 2014,
H14cm

From There to Here
Ahead of two solo shows, Chris Keenan
takes us on a filmic tour of his past,
revealing – in reverse – moments and
mentors influencing his practice.
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You may ask yourself, well, how did I get here?1
I wrote a letter to Edmund de Waal nearly two decades ago,
which could be seen as the genesis of this piece of writing. There
are numerous ways to tell the story of the intervening years but I
have chosen to map a backwards trajectory in pursuit of that letter.
In my studio the ever-present radio informs me that human memory is
now understood to have much in common with the imagination and
that recalling a relatively distant memory is unavoidably contextualised
by one’s current circumstances. Time makes unreliable narrators of
us all.
So, we open on a man sitting at a wheel…
MARCH 2014 It’s been sunny for a couple of consecutive days. The
first for I don’t know how long. Carina [Ciscato] has done some
re-potting and planting-up outside the studio we share. Ceramic Art
London is coming up fast. I also have two solo shows in the offing –
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For these two exhibitions I
am more preoccupied with
exploring a pot’s surface
than its form

at The Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh and New Craftsman Gallery in
St Ives. The core lexicon of forms that I make has been consistent for
a long time and this has, by default, enabled me to assess my progress
as a thrower very keenly over the years – it still improves. For these
two exhibitions I am more preoccupied with exploring a pot’s
surface than its form. The desire to present an increasing variety
of tactile surfaces within a group of work is a tangential shift on
from the more extensive patterning that, I think, has been growing
in boldness of late. The finished surfaces are being bashed, incised,
impressed, and most recently ‘written’ on with thick porcelain slip
in a freestyle fashion. Holding and squeezing a narrow-nozzled trailer,
I am making random but controlled patterns akin to writing in the
air and the slip duplicates my legerdemain on the surface of the pot.
I want each piece to offer a slightly different experience to the touch.
I know it’s an old, old process but I like its freshness in my own work.
Cross-fade to…
2
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3 Celadon and tenmoku quintet of bowls,
Limoges porcelain, 2013, Ø14cm (Photo:
Michael Harvey) 4 Continuing Drama,
Limoges porcelain, coloured slips, clear
glaze, 2010, H20cm max individual
elements (Photo: Anonymous) 5 Celadon
and tenmoku jugs, Limoges porcelain, 2012,
H22cm max (Photo: Michael Harvey)

6 Continuing Drama, Limoges
porcelain, coloured slips, clear
glaze, 2010, H20cm max individual
elements (Photo: Anonymous)
7 Abode of Stones IV, Limoges
porcelain, tenmoku and celadon
glazes, 2012, L59cm max (Photo:
Michael Harvey)
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It proves to be one of those once in a
lifetime conversations. He agrees to
take me on as his apprentice

1998-2013 The symbolic umbilical cord is cut. I now have my own

studio where the teaching I received during my apprenticeship
forms the bedrock of my practice. My work goes out into the
world more regularly – there are exhibitions, fairs, and studio
shows. I slip a disc and lose six months in the studio. There are
incremental developments in the work and function retains its
primary significance. I become a father and gradually groups of
three similar pots of varying scales become a recurrent motif in
the work. I accept an offer to design for industry, which eventually
takes me to a factory in Japan. In Tokyo, I walk and walk, revel in
the ¥100 shop and have a sublime Lost in Translation moment forty
floors up drinking vodka martinis. Eventually, opportunities to
extend my practice lead to the making of my first non-functional
pieces for Continuing Drama – a site-specific interactive piece. The
business-mentoring scheme Crafted helps me define this new work
as ‘extra-curricular’. The two strands in my work overlap with and
inform each other. I begin to teach and my learning is revealed to
me afresh.
Cut to…
OCTOBER 1995-NOVEMBER 1997 I help Edmund get in to Chelsea
Crafts Fair and this marks the start of my apprenticeship proper.
Back at the Woolwich studio, I’m rubbish at wedging. Edmund
throws a cylinder with a one-pound ball of porcelain – always
porcelain – and I watch. I watch again and then I try. It’s very
hard… I fail and inevitably fail again. The impact of this new
knowledge is profound. In November 1995, Edmund is going to
share a new studio space with Julian Stair, just off the Peckham

Road. This will be the space in which my learning is consolidated.
In no particular order, and of varying importance, these are
some of the things that happen: we renovate the space; I’m set
projects; I do research at the Victoria and Albert Museum; I make
pots; I work two shifts a week as a waiter; Edmund gives me
critiques on my finished work, never the half-made pieces; we
talk about food, pots, books, and life; I learn, learn, learn; I glaze
his work; I assist with the reduction firings; I pack pots to send for
exhibitions; I survive a nasty bout of dunting; inevitably I learn
from Julian as well; I answer the phone; my hands are extra-dry
and cracking at the fingertips – tiny wounds, disproportionate
pain – it’s genetic; I use tenmoku and celadon in combination for
the first time on espresso cups – I have little idea at this point how
iconic these glazes are, I just want to see if they will give me the
result I’m after; I make lunch and clean; Edmund and I visit the
Ashmolean and the Fitzwilliam and the Percival David ceramic
collections; my hands learn to judge weight and balance; I make
slightly better pots; my eyes learn too and are opened to consider
form and line; I have a studio show – it is thrilling and I give up
my job as a waiter; I meet other potters, photographers, curators,
makers, gallery owners, and collectors in and out of the studio; I
audition for the TV series Dangerfield and tell the director I am
now learning to make pots and having a great time – I get the job;
Ronald Pile (then owner of Primavera, Cambridge) buys twelve
espresso cups to sell in the gallery for the princely sum total of £54
– I’m ecstatic; I watch and learn as Edmund becomes busier… and
busier; I grasp the concept (but not yet the practice) of the importance
of a pot’s internal profile. And there is so much more.
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Note 1 Talking Heads, Once in a Lifetime (1981)
Forthcoming exhibitions Make it Slow,
part of Art Unpacked, a Chrysalis Arts
project, touring until 24 October 2014
(www.artunpacked.co.uk/make-it-slow-2);
solo show, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh,
until 28 June 2014; solo show, New
Craftsman Gallery, St Ives, 26 July-31

8 Tenmoku cup and saucer with white rim,
Limoges porcelain, 2014, H10cm (Photo: Michael
Harvey) 9 Celadon and tenmoku doublebashed bud pots, Limoges porcelain, 2014,
H12.5cm (Photo: Michael Harvey)

August 2014
Stockists Contemporary Applied Arts,
London (www.caa.org.uk); Contemporary
Ceramics Centre, London (www.cpaceramics.
com); Bluecoat Display Centre, Liverpool
(www.bluecoatdisplaycentre.com);
Gallerytop, Rowsley, Derbyshire (www.
gallerytop.co.uk); Joanna Bird, London

(www.joannabird.com)
Email chriskeenan.pottery@gmail.com
Web www.chriskeenan.co.uk
Chris Keenan is a potter, based in London,
making work for domestic spaces and
interactive site-speciﬁc work

JANUARY-APRIL 1995 I meet Edmund for lunch in a pie and mash
shop close to his studio in Woolwich to chat about my letter. We
talk – questions and answers on both sides. It proves to be one of
those once in a lifetime conversations. He agrees to take me on as
his apprentice in October but adds that he might ask if I ‘feel like
helping out during a glazing week’ in the interim. So in April I
head back to Woolwich. My first ever job in a pottery is to mix
glaze. I triple-check (and still do) that the weight of each raw
material on the scales is the same as the celadon recipe in his
glaze book before adding them to a dustbin half-full of water
to mix and then sieve. Only much, much later do I think, ‘That
was very trusting.’ Unsurprisingly, friends greet news of my
change of direction with a supportive combination of pleasure
and perplexity.
JANUARY 1989-DECEMBER 1994 I have just been taken on by
an agent and have completed filming the first of a trio of TV
commercials for Ronseal. I am going up to Sheffield to do a
new play, The People Museum, about the burgeoning heritage
industry, with a small-scale touring theatre company called
Metro. This can all be counted as success. By the time the tour
ends in the early summer I have made some new friends, have
more money in the bank than ever before thanks to the Ronseal
repeat fees (think three zeros), and have acquired some pots made
by one of those new friends, Edmund de Waal.
Over the next few years I work on theatre plays, do some TV,
make more commercials, buy some pots – I think I even visit a
ceramic exhibition. However, there is a twelve-month period
during 1993-94 in which I am employed as an actor for just one
day. I also work as a waiter. It’s not good enough and something
has to change. I learn that Edmund is planning to take on an
apprentice and I feel compelled to write him a letter asking if
he would consider me. This decision alone is enough to make
me say to my partner, ‘I don’t feel like I’m an actor anymore.’
Fade to black.

I use tenmoku and celadon in
combination for the ﬁrst time...
I have little idea at this point
how iconic these glazes are
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